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MINI5280
MES S AG E FROM T HE PR E S I D ENT
Forgive me but I‘m going to rant a bit and perhaps educate a few people out there. First of all
you need to know that I work for an oil company. I‘m a petroleum engineer and have been
my entire 25 year career. I‘ve worked for 7 different oil companies of various sizes and one
engineering software consulting firm. I tell you
this to warn you of my potential bias as well as
my experience in the oil and gas industry.
Now my rant—why is it that when the price of
gold goes up, gold miners are never blamed?
Bread goes up and does anyone blame the
farmer? What about Diamonds? Any one buy
an engagement ring and curse the diamond
mines for making the price too high? Why is it
then that oil companies bare the brunt of the
public‘s wrath when gas prices head north?
Gasoline, like bread, gold, milk and diamonds is
a commodity which means the price is set by
supply and demand (except for milk which is
regulated by the feds to keep the price high).
Have any idea what the price of gold would do if
no one bought it? That‘s right it would crash.
Demand drives up the price of commodities and
gasoline is priced based on how much is available and how high the demand is.
Gasoline as most know is made from oil and oil
is found underground. To find oil you must drill a
hole in the ground and hope you encounter oil
in enough quantity to make a profit. These holes
can be up to 4 miles deep or more and cost
millions of dollars to construct. I currently operate wells in Montana that are horizontal—they
are drilled 10,000 feet straight down then turned
and drilled horizontally for another 10,000 feet.
These wells cost my company around 5 million
dollars to drill.
A misperception about oil is that it is found in
underground pools or lakes. Not true. Oil, when
it is found, is in the empty spaces of the rock.
Go look at your driveway really close and you
will see tiny voids in the solid surface, this is
where the oil would be found. Because of the
pressure that exists in the rock liquid will actually move through these void spaces and enter
the drilled hole. Most of these drilled holes are
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about 6‖ in diameter and so the oil enters this
hole and then must be brought to surface
where it can be sold. Turns out that drilling the
hole was the cheep part of the whole process.
Bringing the oil to surface, removing water
from it, transporting it and refining it is what
cost the most.
It costs on average $10 to lift and sell a barrel
of oil A barrel of oil is 42 gallons so for every
gallon of oil it costs on average about $0.28
just to get it ready to sell. Another thing to
know is that only about 20 gallons of gasoline
can be made from each barrel of oil. The rest
goes to diesel, heating oil and asphalt. Interesting but this doesn‘t effect most oil companies since most don‘t refine oil into gasoline.
Instead most sell the oil they produce to pipelines that sell the crude oil to refineries.
So when you hear stupid commercials on TV
that blame oil companies for the price of gasoline keep in mind what I just told you about the
process of getting oil out of the ground. Keep
in mind that an oil company can no more set
the price of their oil as a farmer can for his
wheat. Keep in mind too that an oil company is
a business and must make a profit to keep
shareholders happy and be able to drill more
wells. So to make a profit on the drilled hole
they must recover at least 3 million gallons of
oil at today‘s price of $75 per barrel and it may
take many years to do this as the price of oil
goes up and down.
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congress is doing.
So as the price of gasoline goes up, as
it always does during the summer,
please don‘t jump on the oil company
hate machine. Instead just be thankful
you don‘t live in Europe where the price
of gasoline would actually be a valid
excuse not to motor. Remember that
the price of gasoline is something we all
have in common.
Chuck Maybee,
President, MINI5280

OK great, thanks for the lesson, but what does
this have to do with MINIs or MINI5280 you
earth-hating, price-gouging oil scumbag? Well
not much specifically I‘m afraid other then I
have heard rumblings again about how it is
getting too expensive to motor. I‘m sensing the
all too familiar oil company resentment building
again and I‘m watching congress blustering
about another windfall profits tax on the oil
industry. As an aside: would you think it makes
any sense to increase taxes on an industry in
an effort to increase that industry's output? If a
commodity is scarce is it logical to discourage
the output of that commodity and gripe about
the price? I thought not, but that is what our
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MGTY—MINIS GO TO YELLOWSTONE
It had been many, many years since I
visited our nation‘s first National Park. I
grew up just a couple of hours from the
park and as a result seldom visited. Too
many tourists is the main reason locals
shy away from Yellowstone and that was
my favorite excuse as well. When I conceived of this trip last September I decided that the tourists weren‘t going to keep me from enjoying
the scenery and world famous geysers any longer. There are
ticks to avoiding the majority of the hordes – go early or go late
and stay in the park instead of having to enter each day. But
there are risks: if you go to Yellowstone too early you‘ll hit snow
and if you go too late you‘ll hit snow.
Early June seemed to
work for most members
that wanted to join the trek
so a date was selected
that gave us the most park
time and minimized vacation days. Leaving on Friday June 5th (early) six
MINIs left the Detailers
Paradise parking lot and
headed north up I-25. We picked up one MINI in Longmont and
then there were seven. The MINI group not wanting to take the
most direct and boring route turned left at Ft. Collins and drove
to Walden down highway 14. Nearly completely devoid of traffic
the Poudre Canyon was our playground and we pushed the
straights and played the corners accordingly.
From Walden a lonely
stretch of road to Saratoga, WY gave us the opportunity to test our moxy,
make up some time and
see what our MINIs could
really do. After a quick
lunch in Rawlins we drove
through the Red Desert to
Baroil and then joined the Oregon Trail through Jeffery City. A
brief history lesson at Icy Slough about pioneers stopping for
mint juleps in July and the route of the Oregon Trail, the seven
MINIs enjoyed the scenery and paved roads that our forefathers could not even imagine in the 1800s. Over Beaver Rim
and into Riverton and the Arapahoe/Shoshoni Indian reservation for a quick stop and a tiny amount of reminiscing about my
upbringing in Riverton.

We picked up a Ladybug
MINI in Shoshoni and headed
north though the Wind River
Canyon and a dinner stop in
Thermopolis with eight MINIs
in tow. After dinner we continued north to Cody just missing a severe hail storm at
Meeteetse and landed in
Cody on schedule at 8:00
PM, 13-1/2 hours and about
400 miles since our day began. We picked up our ninth
MINI in Cody the next day
before driving to the East Entrance of the park. The sky
was grey and some rain/
snow sprinkled our MINIs
as we drove over Sylvan
Pass at 8,400‘ and down
into the park meeting Yellowstone Lake. Picking up
our tenth and final member
of our ride we stopped for
one of about a hundred
photo opportunities and a
close encounter with a buffalo, a geyser and a wolf.
The day was a mixture of sun, clouds and precipitation but
undaunted the ten MINIs drove a counter-clockwise route
through the park. We did the tourist thing and stopped at
the falls of the Yellowstone River, crossed Dunraven Pass
at 8,800 ft, snacked at Mammoth Hot Springs and took a
gander at the geysers and mud volcanoes around every
bend. The day finished at Old Faithful
Inn with a late dinner
before bed. Some
stayed in the amazing
Inn, so warm and
oozing rustic that one
could easily imagine
visiting the park at the
turn of the last century. One of our group did the camping thing which is
equally rustic but not so warm.
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MGTY—MINIS GO TO YELLOWSTONE
Sunday morning the
MINI5280 members
awoke to snow, and a
lot of it. So much so
that park officials
deemed the roads unsafe and closed the
park. No big deal really
since we weren‘t
scheduled to depart until 2:00PM, but a really big deal if
you were in a tent. Those of us who stayed at the Inn spent
the hours watching Old
Faithful faithfully spewing, walking the boardwalk to the many pools
and geysers and sitting
watching the flow of
humanity from the
comfortable seating
inside the Inn. Those
in tents we can imagine spent the hours
huddling together for warmth, contemplating what part of
the pine tree is actually edible and
dreaming of the Donner Party. In true
Wyoming fashion the
weather cleared by
noon and the roads
were opened by 2:00
PM—right on time.
The group filtered down to six MINIs for our drive down to
Jackson. The Tetons, Jackson Lake and Jackson Hole
were of course stunningly beautiful and traffic was again
minimal. Many photons were captured
and forced to stay
put for future reminiscing in photo
albums. A short
day of amazing
scenery terminating
in Jackson and a
well earned dinner
at a local brewpub. The final day began moist and cool but
cleared as we drove south to Green River, WY.

Following the river to Flaming Gorge and then down into
Vernal Utah for lunch the half dozen MINIs encountered
vast, wide open spaces that denote much of the west. Eastward to Craig Colorado and then Winter Park we parted
ways just past Berthoud
Pass. I measured nearly
1,600 miles, 50 gallons of
gasoline, six photographs
and a million memories (I
need to work on the photo
to memory ratio). We saw
rain, sun and snow. We
travelled over eight mountain passes and crossed the continental divide 5,000 times, saw geysers, buffalo, eagles and
cows—lots of cows. A great trip and one worthy of an annual tradition.

Article by: C.Maybee Photos by: Teena Craighill, Andy
Autobee, Ingrid Fleming and Rick Gonzales.
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MINI5280 GARAGE DAY
Back in the May Newsletter, Chuck put us to task.
COMEON was his plea. Critical Opportunities for MINIs
Enjoying Outstanding Navigation. While not actually a
navigation opportunity, my suggestion was a Garage
Day. Maintaining our aging or non-warranty MINIs is an

Jamie was there, and
we installed her grill
badge holder. She also
learned how easy it is to
keep the engine bay
clean. Chuck took the
time to use his magic
buffer, fixed scratches
and swirls. New guy
Andrew needed a center cap for one of his wheels repaired. He
was also introduced to BlackWow. Of course Don was there
snapping pictures and watching after the dogs. Bahman privileged us with his ‘06 Sidewalk MINI S.
I would like to thank all who attended and if I do say so myself
the MINI5280 Garage
Day was a success. We
had no casualties, undrive-able Minis, unaccounted/extra parts, and
I was able to find all my
tools!

integral part of Motoring. Having a day set for DIYers,
people to learn, and experience alternative joys of MINI
ownership. I said joy! I not only enjoy driving my MINI, I
have realized I enjoy working on it as well. I also enjoy
helping others with any needs regarding maintenance.

Thanks Chuck for inspiring me to come up with
this event. Now fellow
5280 members, if I can pull off a COMEON, so can you! Oh,
and the MINI Coin is cool too! Am I the first?

So on a cool and drizzly Saturday a slew of MINIs and
owners converged at my house for MINI5280 Garage
Day. We had spectators, new guys, dogs, cats; Tommy
even brought his mechanic (Justin). Rick changed pads
and flushed the old fluid from his brakes. Tommy
changed his oil and bled the brakes on Molly. He also
assisted Dave with an S/C belt change.

Article by: Bryan Williamson
Photos by: Don Suiter & Bahman Moghadam
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M I N I 5 2 8 0 M E E T YO U R M E M B E R S
Name
Nickname
Date of Purchase (Mini)
Dealer of Purchase

Spouse
Year Married
Is he/she a MINI Mania?

Children Info
Grandchildren
Address

Fred Alig
None that I‘m aware of…
September, 2003
Ralph Schomp Mini

Margaret Mary Wiencek/Alig, or just Peg
2001, seems like yesterday.
Not really, she‘s more of a point A to point B girl.
Finn, age 6 Rowan, age 22 months, they however love the
MINI. ―Daddy drives FAST Mommy!‖
First things first
Nope, I prefer pants.

Mods

JCW kit in 2004, Alta cold air intake, urethane a-arm bushings,
bigger rear anti sway bar, slotted disk brakes and green stuff
pads, stainless steel brake lines. After market wheels with good
summer performance tires. Factory wheels with snow tires.

Color

BRG, of course.

Employer / Type of Business

Stay at home Dad, huzzah!

Position

All of em‘ (as related to running a household)

Hobbies

Slotcar racing, carpentry, tinkering. Killing garden plants if time
allows.

Greatest Achievement Since College
Favorite MINI Memory
A few favorite songs from the college days

My History with the MINI

Remembering college!
Driving at Second Creek before they shut down.
Anything by Jimmy Buffet. How predictable!
Always liked em‘. Sold the muscle car when the first kid came
along and bought the MINI.
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57TH ANNUAL GLENWOOD SPRINGS RALLY 2009
Day broke with a beautiful sunrise and we were off, leaving Larkspur around 7AM. Start time of 8:30AM meant we
had to scoot early. Great ride up I-25, then West on 6th
AVE and North on Wadsworth to Gunther Toody‘s the
Start Line (for at least the past 12 years) of the 57th Annual
Rallye Glenwood.
We drove over at least
4 mountain passes
this year on the Time
Speed Distance Rallye. Beautiful vistas,
fabulous roads (better
that I70) and photo
opportunities abound
through out the ride to
Glenwood Springs.
Typically, you will arrive in Glenwood sometime mid to late
afternoon on Friday.
Friday night everyone does their ―own thing‖ like sitting in
the Hot Springs or Vapor Caves, riding the gondola to the
top of the hill behind Glenwood etc.
Saturday was the Tour this year and as usual the organizers had gone out of their way to challenge our skill at answering questions much like MINI5280‘s own Yalla Yalla.
The places we went are all off the beaten track and gorgeous. What a great 3-4 hour drive and again photo spots
were prolific.
Here is some history about the Rallye that many are
probably unaware of;
The Rallye Glenwood
is the oldest continuously run Rallye in the
US. This quaint,
friendly and informal
(did I mention FUN,
well I should have)
affair was begun in
1952 by Hazel Marbel
a founder of the MG
Car Club, Rocky Mountain Centre. With her 1952 MGTD,
Hazel felt Colorado sports car enthusiasts (in those days,
MG primarily, later Triumph, Austin Healey, Jaguar and
Mini plus other lesser know British manufacturers) needed
a Rallye, as they were known in merry ‗old England and
Europe in those days. Something with competition for
those so inclined, FUN and a beautiful way to enjoy their
―new found‖ sports cars for everyone else. Plus, let us not
forget the majesty of Colorado‘s roads and mountain
passes.
Now, don‘t let me be misunderstood, everyone and I mean

everyone regardless of their
form of transportation has
always been welcome at
the Rallye Glenwood. I
have seen just about everything in the 12 years that I
have competed in the Rallye, Corvettes, Porsches,
and Mustangs and even the
occasional sedan or van.
Regardless, everyone has a wonderful time.
If you are really into TSD Rallying you will find this one not too
intimidating but, tough enough to keep you interested over a different route, every year I have been involved. I promise you will
find the scenery breath taking
no matter the route selected.
For those less competition
oriented, the Tour is the way
to go. This gimmick tour and
scavenger hunt for answers,
over some of Colorado‘s least
traveled routes and always on
pavement, so no rock chips
for your baby, unless it‘s your
own fault. A banquet is held on Saturday evening with prizes and
fellowship with car people from many different places with affection for all things automotive in their hearts. You will be welcomed generously and not feel disconnected or an outsider.
Finally, Sunday brings a Funkhana (you know those parking lot
autocross type things with ―challenges‖ (spark plug throwing accuracy, eye charts, Chinese
fire drills etc.) for both driver
and passenger to enjoy and
laugh about for long after
the event is over. Concurrently, everyone can show
their own ―pride and joy‖ on
the grass in the Park overlooking the mighty Colorado
River, usually in full stride
thanks to rain or runoff etc. You don‘t have to be meticulous to
be involved but, if you are Prizes are awarded around 1:30PM
before we all leave for home.
Mark your calendar for next year‘s event: June 11—13.

Article by: Scott Simms - Photos by: Bill Wallen
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Saturday, September 19th
Ride The Rockies Tour
Registration begins at 8:30 am Starting time at 10:00 am

Hosted by the Colorado English Motoring Conclave, owners of all two, three
and four-wheeled British vehicles are invited to a day long motoring tour following fun twisty roads through the area surrounding Denver.
Don't wait until Sunday to begin the fun!
Make your Conclave weekend complete
by participating in the tour on Saturday. This year, we will be taking you along one of our 'classic' routes with a few twists.
The tour will leave the Oak Park conclave site parking lot, wind through the back roads
into the hills and as always end up at a "secrete' location for lunch.

Sunday, September 20th
26th Annual Colorado English Motoring Conclave
Once again the City of Arvada has offered Oak Park for the Conclave. If you have attended the Conclave in the past, you know what a great day this can be. With your help,
we can have well over 500 British Cars and Bikes in attendance. Bring a picnic lunch or
buy food and soft drinks from the vendors, and have a picnic under the trees.
For More information call:

Days - Gary George (303) 477-0189

Evenings - Scott Story (303) 755-1926
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MINI5280 and MOTR—Lets meet at the Children‘s Hospital (I-225 & Colfax) at 9:00AM on Saturday August 1st for a group motor to HPR. We have been invited to display our cars and participate in all the
fun for as long as we want to stay.
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You are invited to the 46th Annual Scottish
Highlands Games and 19th Annual British
Car Show! Sunday, August 9, 2009. Meet
at 9:30 AM at the Post Office parking lot at
the intersection of University, Quebec and
Lincoln in Highlands Ranch. We will parade
in as a group at 10:00 AM. You do not need
to RSVP. Just show up with your British
car. You and a passenger get free admission to the games on Sunday.
Call Brooks Turner 303-794-3950 for more
info.
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DETAILER’S CORNER
Hello again fellow car cleaning aficionados extraordinaire! This month we tackle the next step. A few months ago at a
group clean I had just washed my baby, and rinsed and dried it and was sitting there enjoying a nice cold water in the shade
when someone walked up to me and asked if I was done. I said, well, I washed it, and rinsed it, what else is there? That
was the beginning of a long and still continuing edumacation on the finer points of car beautification.
This month‘s article will focus on the use and benefits of Automotive Clay. There are multiple brands available on the market, but the median price on all is about 16-20 bucks a bar. Now I haven‘t purchased multiple bars, let alone tried them all
out, however I remember the experience and results from that group clean.
After washing your car and rinsing it off take a moment and run your hand over the body, take special note if it feels rough
or gritty, if so, you need to Clay! First off, you want to take a spray bottle, and here‘s where the debate is. You can either
use something easy like dish soap in water, or spend more and get a fancy bottle of lubricant like Pinnacle Clay Lubricant at
13$/16oz bottle. Spray that on your baby, about one to two feet square at a time and then taking just a bit of the clay (a
typical bar will last you about 15-20 washes) rub it back and forth over the surface, and wipe clean with a dry microfiber
towel (price variable). Repeat this until the entire painted surface of the car has been done, and don‘t forget you can clay
the glass and any chrome on your baby too, to help remove those unsightly bug bits that seem to be attracted to that beautiful MINI.

Your car should feel slick as glass after Claying, if there are any rough patches, re-lube and clay the area again. You can
even use the clay to remove any clay residue left after wiping the area down with your towel, handy!! Make sure to never
drop your clay on the ground, just as in food, there is no 5 second rule. Shocking I know.
If you can get past the gratuitous product spam, this video might help to clear up the above, or just give you a visual to go
along with it. So after washing, and claying, the next step is Wax, which will be covered next month, till then, keep it between the lines evil knievel.

Article by Jeremy Nelson
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NEXT CLUB MEETING
8:00 AM SATURDAY JULY 11, 2009

Meet up at the Children‘s Hospital on I-225 and Colfax at 8:00 AM.
We will drive to Byers at 8:30 AM and have breakfast and a quick
meeting at the Longhorn Restaurant (next to the Budget Inn).
After the meeting we motor over to High Plains Raceway for some
spectating and perhaps a lap or 2 at noon. This is a must see facility
and will be sure to be a fun meeting.
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MINIS IN THE MOUNTAINS
As of this writing, there are a scant 35 days until MITM4, the 4 th iteration of the annual gathering in
the mountains of Colorado. There are a few new things happening this year that you have not seen
in years past, and a few familiar things too. Here we go:
For 2009, most of our vendors will be returning. Among them will be Ralph Schomp MINI with the
ever-popular ‗Pit Stop‘, Detailers Paradise with the always-popular 4-bay car wash (and supplies),
Aesthetic Creations who always supply the most interesting and innovative graphics and graphic
themes, MINIFINI who come all the way from Columbus, OH and who bring us the sport-link, bikelink, ski-link, cup-link, and all kinds of links that we need, Way Motor Works who makes them go fast,
Defenders of Speed, American MINI Mates, Twisty Bitz with the coolest swag on earth, and more.
Watch our site for full details.
New this year will be the Friday BBQ Ride to Dillon and the State Championship BBQ Contest. This
will be a DIY dinner so that you will not have to sit at a table where you don‘t know anyone. Come by
the MITM4 tent, register to win our prizes, then enjoy the BBQ. Bon Apetit!
Also new this year will be our first MINIFunDrive hosted by the MFD club and Ronald Watt, a perennial MITM attendee from Houston. This ride will be on Friday AM of MITM and will go to and around
Turquoise Lake (near Leadville) for a 70 mile, 3 hour trip. This includes a short snack stop and many
picture taking opps.
Many of you have heard of the 1st Annual MITM !NUF Car Show which will be held on Saturday of
MITM4. Line em up at 8 am, get judged at 9 am, then take off with the MOTR folks to the Mangoe‘s
Mountain Grill (in RedCliff) for a fun ride with all the classic Minis! Registration for the Car Show is
open to all Classics, Coopers, Cooper S‘s, Cabriolets and Clubmans. There is no fee to enter the
show if you have a Drivers Registration to MITM. Otherwise, the fee is a paltry $5 to join in. Prizes
will be awarded.
Have you not registered for MITM4 yet? Please DO at www.MINIsintheMountains.com Then POST
your comments in NAM in the National Forums and in the MINI5280 Forums, and in
www.MotoringAlliance.com as well.
See you there.

Jonathan and Rick
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MINIS IN THE MOUNTAINS
In the cool Colorado mountains this summer, MINI Cooper enthusiasts from across the country will again gather at Copper Mountain Resort for the fourth annual MINIs In The Mountains
event. Across the U.S., most MINI Cooper owners belong to local clubs which organize road
trips, social activities, charitable fund raising, autocross and other events. Local Denver-area
club MINI5280 with the help of North American Motoring, an online MINI Cooper community,
are organizing the Colorado event, dubbed MINIs In The Mountains, or MITM4, on August 5th
through 9th, 2009.
Centrally located and only 75 miles west of Denver, Copper Mountain Resort has easy access
to some of Colorado‘s most scenic highways and byways. Driving these twisty, curve-laden
highways over high altitude mountain passes is one of the featured activities. MITM organizers have mapped over a dozen routes to destinations such as Mt. Evans, Independence Pass,
Aspen, Rocky Mountain National Park, Rabbit Ears Pass, Steamboat Springs, Vail, and Glenwood Springs where just getting there is half the fun with the go-kart-like handling of the MINI
Cooper. Some locations are only open during the summer months, as deep snow renders the
high altitude highways (highest in the U.S.) inaccessible in winter.
Other MITM activities include a local BBQ event, a Saturday dinner with gift drawings and social events in and around Copper Mountain Resort, a great place to escape the summer heat.
Similar events across the country have attracted hundreds of MINI ―motorers‖ looking for
different roads and scenery to experience, along with the camaraderie, typical among the
MINI Cooper owner community. Last year‘s event drew nearly 200 of the new MINIs and classic Minis. This year organizers expect nearly 250 MINIs and Minis to attend.
MINI began selling the MINI Cooper in the U.S. in 2002. Since then a convertible has been introduced. A newly-designed turbocharged model was put on sale in February, 2007. An extended version dubbed Clubman went on sale in February 2008. And in March 2009 the updated Cabriolet goes on sale in the US. The cars are manufactured in Oxford, England in a
plant owned by BMW and are the only automobile brand to show positive sales growth in the
U.S. in 2008.
Pre-registration is required for the MITM4 event. Full details, at
www.MINIsInTheMountains.com website. Our discussion forums and threads are hosted by
NAM (www.NorthAmericanMotoring.com), under National Events. Further information is
available by email: MITM@MINI5280.org or by telephone: 303-807-9483. Copper Mountain Resort information is located at www.CopperColorado.com. See you there!
CONTACT: Jonathan Souza (Email: MITM@MINI5280.org) 303-807-9483
www.MINIsInTheMountains.com
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MINIS IN THE MOUNTAINS
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C L A SS IF IE D S

There's a new kid in town and he's called Motoring Alliance (MA). MA is a site dedicated to the MINI community and is a place to share ideas, experiences, tips, tricks and
trips. In the multitude of forums you can find topics from detailing (personal favorite) to
1st Generation MINI to National Events.
MINI5280 has set up a club forum on MA and it will have a calendar, marketplace and a
general discussion area. So check it out at www.motoringalliance.com. You will need
to register but it‘s free and painless.
You can find MINI5280 under Motoring Alliance > MINI Clubs - Country and Region >
North America > United States > West > MINI5280 or simply follow this link: MINI5280
So become a member of MA and do some posting.
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C L A SS IF IE D S
Custom MINI Shift Knobs

Did You Know ...
MINI5280 has a Facebook page? We do so
check it out and become a fan.
www.facebook.com/event.php?
eid=71007800708#/pages/Littleton-CO/
MINI5280/48379816035

2002-2006 Mini Cooper Shift Knobs. $40.00 Shipped.
Custom made from pool balls. Locks on with a dowel pin
and set screws, will not spin.
e-mail me at bryansusanw@hotmail.com

You will find club events, photos, videos and
announcements. Leave a message, sign-up
for an event or even post some MINI5280
photos.

If you have any items for our classified section please email a description, price and photo(s))) to:
info@MINI5280.org
Also let us know when it sells so we can remove it

Kellen Russell from Craven Speed has informed MINI5280 that they will be extending a year-long discount to all MINI5280 Club members off any product ordered from them. All you have to do is enter code *M528009* in the discount box
on the online order form. The code will work any number of times and is good all
year long.
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MINI R53 – 2003 MCS

MINI R53 – 2003 MCS

MINI Mania Header V1 with O2 extension

Auto-cross tires and Wheels

Approximately 20,000 miles

Wheels – Kosei K1 TS Silver, 15x7, Offset 38mm, Weight 12.6 lbs.

Price 225.00

Tires – Hoosier A3S04, P225/45ZR15,
Heat cycled from Tire Rack
Purchased in 2004, Set has 8 runs (1 day) on
them.
Price – Wheels and Tires 500.00, Wheels only
300.00, tires only 275.00

MINI R53 – 2003 MCS
Auto-cross Trailer with Locking Storage
Less than 1500 miles, built in 2004, used
2 seasons
Price 200.00

Contact Brad Mott at brad.mott@q.com
719-460-6023 (leave a message)
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Customized 2002 MINI Cooper S
Only 34,800 miles. Asking $16,750 OBO
Full Ocian body kit with matching sock MINI paint Dark Silver
Full suspension package; Bilstein coil over shocks w/H&R springs lowered 1.5”
18” ASA custom wheels w/NITTO 55 series 215/35ZR tires
Alta cold air intake w/Alta oversized Air 2 Air intercooler
Larger sway bars front & rear; carbon fiber strut braces
TSW engine damper; Nology plug wires w/Iridium plugs
PS, PW, Pwr door locks, sunroof, pwr mirrors
6-speed transmission w/1.6 l 4 cylinder supercharged engine
Many more custom parts and accessories!
Contact Dan at 970.216.7143 (cell)
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Calendar of Events
Here are the upcoming MINI5280 events as well as events from other clubs and organizations. For more details on all events visit the MINI5280 Calendar on NAM or MA. Make sure
to check the calendar often because you never know when something may be added!
June 29—July 3

MINI Meet East Meets West MN

July 11

MINI5280 Breakfast Meeting—Byers/High Plains Raceway

July 19

Castle2Castle—7:00 AM IHop Restaurant, Castle Rock, CO

July 25

MINI5280 Cooper Royale—Black Hawk, CO

August 1
August 5—9

HPR Grand Opening—9:00 AM Children’s Hospital-High Plains Raceway
MITM4—MINIs In The Mountains, Copper Mountain Resort CO

August 22—23

3rd Annual Drive For The Kids—Morrison, CO

September 19

Ride The Rockies—Oak Park, Arvada, CO

September 20

Colorado English Motoring Conclave—Oak Park, Arvada, CO

October 4

GBSHF MINI5280 Ride & Picnic—Idaho Springs, CO

October 18

Yalla Yalla—Destination unknown, route unknown, CO

If you have an event or attraction you wish to share let us know at: info@MINI5280.org
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